
Fitmax Referral Program Terms & Conditions
The Fitmax Referral Program allows Fitmax customers (a “Referrer”) to earn $100.00 by referring 
friends to Fitmax and having them complete a successful iPool® or Fitmax® Therapy Pool purchase. 

To participate, Fitmax Referrer must agree to these terms:

How to Earn $100.00 per Successful Referral

Fitmax Referrer can earn $100.00 per successful referral if: (i) the Fitmax Referrer has previously 
purchased an item from the Fitmax website (www.fitmaxipool.com) (ii) a referred friend successfully 
completes an iPool® or Fitmax® Therapy Pool purchase on the Fitmax webpage; (iii) the referred 
friend types in the Fitmax Referrer's name in the Referral space as the transaction is completed.

The Fitmax Referrer will be sent a $100.00 after confirmation of payment using the mailing address 
Referrer has given Fitmax for his/her own purchases. 

Severability

If any provision in these terms are held to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, such provision (or the part
of it that is making it invalid, void or unenforceable) will be struck and not affect the validity of and 
enforceability of the remaining provisions.

Termination and Change

Fitmax may suspend or terminate the Referral Program at any time for any reason. Requirements and 
incentives may also change at any time.

Rewards earned as a result of fraudulent activities are null and void. We reserve the right to remove 
referrals if we notice any activity that we believe is abusive or fraudulent. We reserve the right to 
review and investigate all referral activities and to cancel or modify referral rewards as we deem fair 
and appropriate. 

Updates to the Terms

We can update these terms at any time without prior notice. If we modify these terms, we will post the 
modification on the Fitmax.com website which are effective upon posting. Continued participation in 
the Referral Program after any modification shall constitute consent to such modification. If the 
modified terms are not acceptable, the only recourse is to stop participating in the Referrals Program.

http://www.fitmaxipool.com/
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